Roll the Dice, Build Words,Have Fun!!
OBIECTIVE:
To score most points by making words with the face-up letters on the rolled dice. The longer the
word, the higher the score per letter.
LEARNING SKILLS








To enhance
Vocabulary
Spelling
Reading
Concentration
Memory Recall
Social Interaction

YOU NEED
1. Twelve Letter Dice- 6 each in two different colours
2. Score Pads
3. 4 pencils
4. A Timer
SETTING UP
1. Each player is given a Word Building sheet and a pencil
2. Place all the 12 dice in the centre.
3. Keep the timer ready
PLAYIN G THE GAME
1. The youngest player shakes the dice well and rolls\spills them onto the playing surface.
2. Another player flips over the timer to start the game.
3. All players start making and writing words on their respective sheets within the given time.
4. The players stop writing words, when the time is over.
5. Each player reads his\her words aloud. All words that appear on more than one player's list are
crossed off from all the lists.
6. After all players have read their lists, each player starts calculating the points of the words that
have not been crossed off.
SCORING
3 letter words 1 point per letter
4 letter words 2 points per letter
5 letter words or over- 3 points per letter
WINNING THE GAME
After 5 rounds whoever have the highest score is the winner.
VARIATIONS

1. Game can be played with one colour dice only.
2. Players or teams can choose their respective colours for making words.
3. Scores of all the words maybe calculated.
DO'S AND DON'TS
1. All words must have 3 or more letters.
2. Any word in the English Language is allowed.
3. No name, slang, or abbreviations are allowed
SPELLING CHALLENGE
In case the dispute on spelling is not resolved by consensus, a dictionary or other reference may be
consulted.

